encoding passes are needed for spatio-temporal adaptation).
The main assumption we make is that, the motion vector where i is the macroblock index and AMSE(i) indicates the information obtained using different interpolation filters prediction error penalty resulted by using the simpler HFIXED-4 would be very similar and the small changes are negligible.
filter for the macroblock i. This penalty is signal-dependent This way, it is possible to encode the frame once, and re-use and varies spatially over the frame. For some macroblocks, this motion vector information for selecting the optimal filter AMSE can be close to zero or negative, which means HFIXED-4 both spatially and temporally, without the need to reconstruct performs as good as HFRAME or better. Thus these macroblocks the frame for each candidate filter. (2) filter and higher the decoding complexity becomes. As the last step, the coefficients of the frame level adaptive filter are refined excluding the macroblocks which are selected to be
coded with the non-adaptive HFIXED-4 filter.
where f is the utilized interpolation filter, D(J) is the IV. 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS prediction error and R(J) is the number of bits required to In order to test the performance of the proposed scheme, transmit the filter. Complexity term is the estimated we first evaluated the interpolation complexities and rateinterpolation complexity of the frame when filter f is used. distortion curves for the scheme [4] over a set of test video
The Complexity term is calculated using the values in Table-I that~~~~~~sequences. Three QCIF resolution sequences ("Container", and assuming that motion of the frame is given in mvFIxED-6. "Foreman" and "Silent") and four CIF sequences ("Paris", AMODE is the Lagrangian parameter to adjust the Rate-"Foreman" "Mobile" and "Tempete") were utilized in the Distortion tradeoff. Similarly, Ac is the Lagrangian parameter . a. ' X to adjust the trade-off between rate-distortion performance and sutns. esrlfedthe anchorwfor our tests.
dd~Then, we encoded the same sequences with our previous complexity reduction. Larger the value of Ac, less decoding scheme [1] and with the scheme proposed in this paper. For complexity the resulting bitstream would have. Note that in each test, the interpolation complexities were estimated using Equation-2, the reconstruction signal is not needed to decide ' . ' . . . .~~~~~~~~~the values in Table 1 and resulting rate-distortion numbers are which filter to use. Conceptually, this approach is similar to recorded. Common test conditions defined in the ITUcost functions used in fast mode decision algorithms widely T/VCEG group [7] with the baseline profile settings are utilized in video encoders [6] .
followed for all the tests.
B. Macroblock Level Adaptation
To illustrate the trade-off between the coding efficiency If the frame level filter chosen above is not the simplest and the complexity reduction, we defined two complexity HFXED-4, the interpolation complexity is further reduced by profiles of our scheme. First one uses Xc-= and T=100% selecting macroblocks where use of HFJXED-4 instead of the (indicated as LowCol) and another uses Xc=2 and T=75%o more complex frame-level filter would not affect the coding (indicated as LowCo2).
performance. For this purpose, we compute the prediction Table 2 , when compared However, this approach comes with the expense of significant to the anchor, the proposed scheme significantly reduces the increase in encoder and decoder complexity, which is very interpolation complexity by 60% with 0.08dB penalty on problematic for resource constrained devices. In this paper, we coding efficiency on average (LowCol) . When compared to significantly reduced the decoding complexities of adaptive ourprevious scheme, very similarRate-Distortion-Complexity filtering schemes with a minimal impact on the coding results are obtained, but with significantly less encoding efficiency by making use of different filters and adapting them complexity. In addition to these results, exemplary ratespatially and temporally. distortion plots for the proposed scheme are given in Fig.2 and spati orally. Fig.3 
